School Leadership Team
Meeting minutes: Wednesday, October 10, 2018
Updates
- Personnel
- 2 positions lost due to lower numbers projection (MTH, ENG)
- MTH position was returned in lieu of long-term sub for LMC
- ENG position has not been revisited, nor has it been retracted
- January will likely see a reduced MTH position (by 1)
- Punctuality
- 645am is the goal for faculty to fob-in at the front office
- Interventions will be made on a case-by-case basis
- Communication Team
- Target goal is to include more community outreach through social media
- Audience: Alumni, local businesses, other stakeholders
- Culture Team
- Chili cook-out on 10/31
- Brainstorm ways to embrace and welcome new teachers to the MCHS
community
- Use social media to promote and celebrate staff
- Replenish “sunshine fund”
- You Got Booed...positive recognition to “pay it forward”
- “Mix it up” seating at the staff Thanksgiving dinner
- Mav Mixers will continue
- Instructional Excellence Team
- Focus on data analysis and unpacking standards in any sized PLC
- ACT Team
- Involve NHS to create a mentoring program to address certain students who
need intervention
Senior Exit visitor
- Tyler F. displayed her “bully box” idea
- Seeks to provide anonymous outlet for students to seek sanctuary from bullying
- This will be in addition to the “Bully Button” on CMS website
Volleyball game incident
- Staff are encouraged to attend Senior Night for v-ball team on 10/11 (rescheduled due to
rain for 10/15)
Teacher Tiers
- Development process designed to support and nurture teachers, not to evaluate
- “Get better, faster” ideology
- Capture the best practices of the top 15% of teachers (based on growth)

Chromebook Planning
- Distribution launch set for December
- Small taskforce is assembling to address concerns
- Specific concern: testing
MTSS
- Good use of delegation
- Determinant testing will address Math/English concerns for certain students (through
Edgenuity)
Midterms and work day 10/31
- 10/26: block 1,4
- 10/29: block 2,3 + reversed schedule
- 10/31: teacher work day
- Workshops
- Flu shots
- Chili cookoff
- Active shooter training
Staff v students volleyball game
- Cancelled due to days lost to Hurricane Matthew
School Improvement Plan draft process
- Revision needed to add a statement around students engaged in rigorous
standard-aligned instructional tasks
- So far we have met nearly all of the criteria (~95%)
- SIP will be reviewed and sent out to staff for analysis and approval/denial
- Due 10/17/18

Next meeting for SLT: November 14 @ 4:00 pm in Media Center

